Barriers to Diversity and Justice in the California Teacher Pipeline:
Analysis and Recommendations for State Policy Regarding the Teacher Candidate

Locally and nationally, teacher education continues to be a battleground of various interests and reform initiatives, made all the more confusing when rhetoric and the purported aims of reforms clash with reality. In a statement released earlier this month by Education Deans for Justice and Equity, over 350 deans and other leaders in colleges of education across the United States sounded the alarm on “Seven Trends in U.S. Teacher Education.” Highlighting the lack of research basis for any of these so-called “reform” initiatives, as well as the growing body of research that documents the harmful impact that these initiatives are already exerting on the teacher workforce, the leaders call for a shift away from hyper-individualistic, market-based initiatives to reforms that more deeply tackle systemic injustices and democratic processes. Here in California, this clash between rhetoric and reality is no less salient, and is heightened as policies and reform initiatives that purport to build and strengthen the teacher workforce are accomplishing the opposite effect.

In this research brief, the California Alliance of Researchers for Equity in Education (CARE-ED), a statewide collaborative of educational researchers, analyzes barriers to advancing diversity and justice in teacher education. Rather than a focus on national policy trends or on curriculum and program design, we concentrate our analysis on policy levers at the state level, particularly regarding accessibility for and assessment of the teacher candidate. We conclude each section with recommendations for state policy and legislation.

Status and Trends of California’s Teacher Workforce and Pipeline

Nationwide, the student population of public schools has been over 50% students of color since 2014, but the teaching force has long been approximately 80% white, as has the teacher-education profession; even the percentage of those who determine education policy (namely, local school board members and state legislators) are similarly about 80% white. The difference that a more racially diverse teaching force makes is many-fold, including that well-prepared teachers of color are more likely to hold higher expectations for students of color, to utilize culturally relevant pedagogies and curriculums, to serve as cultural brokers with communities of color, to engage in critical discussions about race, and to challenge racial inequities in schools. Several studies have shown that students of color achieve better when their teachers are well-prepared and match their ethnic background. A predominantly white teaching force helps to maintain the racial gap in educational success.

In California, several overlapping trends in the teacher pipeline paint a dire picture of not merely a growing shortage of public-school teachers, but more pointedly, a growing shortage of teachers who reflect the diversity of our communities and who have the capacity to support all learners and advance equity and justice in education. According to recent data, the current workforce is already too small and unstable for the needs at hand:

- California has the highest student-teacher ratio in the nation, at 24:1, compared to the national average of 16:1— but we know that in large urban districts across the state, those ratios are unevenly distributed with some classes over 36:1. We would need to hire 135,000 teachers just to equal the national average.
- The upcoming wave of retirements will significantly increase the shortage: 34% of teachers are aged 50 and older, and 10% are 60 and older. We knew this was coming: a 2005 study estimated that one-third of the teaching force would retire in the 10 years following, and that maintaining the student-teacher ratio of that time would require replacing 106,000.
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California’s recent recession and extensive budget cuts exacerbated the teacher shortage. We would need to hire 60,000 teachers just to return student-teacher ratios to pre-recession levels.

Nationwide, 17% of new teachers leave the profession within the first five years. Teacher attrition is especially high in poor, urban schools, where on average about one-fifth of the entire faculty leaves annually, which is roughly 50% higher than the rate in more affluent schools.

But rather than grow, the workforce is expected to shrink further in size and capacity:

- In the last decade, enrollment in teacher-education programs dropped by 75%.
- Since the early 2000s, the number of newly credentialed teachers annually has steadily declined, consistently falling far short of the number of vacancies.
- To meet the shortfall, the issuance of substandard credentials and permits has dramatically increased. In 2015-16, for example, California issued more than 10,000 intern credentials, permits, and waivers, which is more than double the number issued in 2012-13, and which is close to the number of full credentials issued. These authorizations to teach were granted to those who had not completed—or sometimes not even started—preparation for teaching. The greatest growth has been in emergency-style permits known as Provisional Intern Permits and Short-Term Staff Permits.

These trends negatively impact some groups more than others. By far, the schools most impacted by this compromised teaching force are the ones serving predominantly students of color, indigenous students, immigrant/refugee students, and students in high-poverty areas, as well as students in “high needs” fields like special education and bilingual education.

Teachers, too, are disproportionately impacted, with a wave of policies and so-called “reform” initiatives to address teacher quality and the teacher shortage that serve to hinder rather than facilitate the diversification of the teacher pipeline and the preparation of teachers to advance equity and justice.

---

(1) The financial cost makes teacher education unaffordable to, and/or with long-term burdens on, students from low-income backgrounds. The growing national attention on the student debt crisis highlights a number of problems with higher education: tuition is skyrocketing, public investment in higher education is declining (measured by the percentage of operating budgets that comes from public tax dollars), and the portion of costs that are covered by need-based scholarships has dwindled as student loans balloon in number and size, as do the rates of default and the related scale of fraud by lenders. Education has increasingly become framed and treated as a commodity, rather than a public good, and teacher education takes this one step further.

Additional to the tuition, fees, and course-related expenses that are typical of higher education are various certification-specific costs, often borne by students, that may include fees and expenses related to mandatory entrance (“basic skills”) tests; subject-specific tests; performance assessments; legal and medical requirements (like finger printing, background checks, medical clearances, immunizations); task- and product-tracking and storage, like online portfolios; other course materials (like tablets or laptops); transportation to schools; and student-teaching for several months full-time or near-fulltime without income, and for many, without the time and ability to work part-time elsewhere.

Teacher education not only expects that students have the financial capacity to live without income for months, but also demands that they pay what can amount to well over $1000 in the fees listed above (in addition to tuition), all in preparation for a career with low salary, high rates of burnout and turnover, possible large student debt, and a job-satisfaction rate that has plummeted nationwide in recent years.

We recommend that the state legislature and the Department of Education develop and implement a comprehensive funding program to make teacher education not merely affordable, but incentivized, particularly for prospective teachers of color.

Minnesota recently passed legislation that would provide student teachers with a living stipend while they are student teaching. Federal and state funds allow for scholarships and loan-forgiveness for candidates who go on to teach in certain high-needs schools and fields. Some colleges of education provide funding to cover some of the aforementioned expenses, while others partner with districts to waive tuition. A comprehensive funding program for California would expand on and systematize such reforms.

---

Policies and “Reform” Initiatives that Harm California’s Teaching Force

A number of state policies and initiatives embody or reinforce barriers to strengthening the teacher workforce. Two are highlighted below.
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2) The mandated high-stakes assessments lack a sound research basis and disproportionately filter by race. Across the country, one “reform” trend is for states to regulate teacher-education programs through assessments that purport to offer quality control of teacher candidates, including standardized tests as prerequisites for admission or advancement (entrance exams), and performance assessments as culminating products (edTPA), and in some instances have been raising the passing scores needed on national or state-specific tests in order to “raise the bar.”

2a) The Example of Entrance Exams. Here in California, as a prerequisite for applying for candidacy, students must first pass the general preparedness test, the California Basic Educational Skills Test (CBEST), and then the subject-specific battery of tests, the California Subject Examination for Teachers (CSET), both administered by and profitable to Pearson Education, Inc. Pearson earns millions from the state, but individual candidates generally pay out-of-pocket: It costs $150 to take the CBEST and $300-$400 to take the CSET, and if the candidate does not receive a passing score, then for each section to be retaken, an additional $100. In some fields and institutions, additional tests are mandated.

Such tests have not been proven by research to produce a higher quality teaching force; they are not valid and reliable in predicting teacher quality; but they do disproportionately filter out students of color because of the racial gap in scores between white students and students of color in general. This gap is not surprising, given the decades of research on cultural and racial bias (i.e., Eurocentrism and white normativity) in standardized testing. And, while teachers of color are needed in all fields and grade levels, they will be in particular demand as more high schools across California require Ethnic Studies coursework, given that teachers of color bring life experiences that support effective Ethnic Studies pedagogy.

We recommend that California end the requirement that candidates pass the CBEST and CSET, and instead:

- Provide models for how institutions are effectively using a variety of more authentic criteria (including previous university coursework, supervisor evaluations of work in schools and/or community settings, and experience addressing issues of diversity and justice) to determine eligibility for program entrance and completion.
- Support institutions in developing and implementing their own criteria and process for ensuring that diversity and justice are at the heart of admissions.

Earlier this year, Illinois removed “basic skills” tests as program-entrance requirements, with parallel initiatives in Indiana, New York, and a growing number of states. California should follow suit.

2b) The Example of Performance Assessments. In the past, California allowed programs to choose from up to four performance-assessment instruments; however, as it is the edTPA that has come to spread and dominate across the nation, and remains in wide use in California, we focus our analysis on the edTPA. There is some empirical research on the validity of this assessment, but there is also empirical and anecdotal evidence that, when used with high stakes, it over-determines the curriculum (“teaching to the test”) and decreases the racial diversity of the population that passes, all while contributing to corporate profits. Although proponents of the edTPA, and TPAs in general, may argue that the assessment should align with state standards and program goals, and should be as formative as it is summative, the reality is that the sheer volume of work required, when combined with its high stakes, results in some students focusing singularly on performing and producing what would be reviewed positively. Tests, after all, can be more a measure of how well you perform “success” than how smart, talented, skillful, or capable you are, thereby reducing indicators of preparedness to a strategic performance that has little to do with one’s capacity to embody the values most dear to that profession.

The pressure to perform success is heightened by how the edTPA is reviewed. The predecessor to today’s edTPA involved evaluation by locally hired reviewers, but today, Pearson hires external, anonymous reviewers, who may be unfamiliar with the student, program, and context, with compensation as low as $20 per evaluation, thus warranting skepticism about the value, credibility, and validity of such reviews. Ironically, a tool meant to professionalize teaching can serve to de-professionalize teacher education by dislocating program faculty from the most significant of evaluative stages. This dislocation suggests a hidden curriculum that what really counts as teaching is what can be most easily performed and read (by external observers) as quality teaching, thus privileging already normative notions of teaching.

The ability or inability of the edTPA to disrupt normative notions of teaching has long been at the heart of debate among teacher educators about whether its design and rubrics do or do not attend to the situated and relational nature of teaching; do or do not align with and privilege Eurocentric, patriarchal, colorblind, colonial, neoliberal, and corporate ideologies and histories embedded in schools and universities; and do or do not...
diminish the emotional, controversial, and contradictory nature of teaching towards democracy and social justice, which can easily be misinterpreted as poor classroom management or lesson planning. Of course, no assessment is without limitations, and on the flipside, we recognize that some of our colleagues have found the edTPA to be of use in a variety of ways and wish to continue using it.

We recommend that California end the mandate of teacher performance assessments as the culminating, high-stakes assessment, and as such:

- Divorce the edTPA, and any TPA, from all high-stakes decision making, offering it merely as one of many available tools for formative assessment.
- Discontinue mandating the edTPA, or any TPA, as an expense on students that profits Pearson.
- Encourage treating the edTPA, and any TPA, in a way that cultivates both technical preparedness (to pass) and scientific skepticism (about its limitations), which is not unlike the ways that we prepare teachers to teach their own K-12 students to view paradoxically the tests that dominate their schooling experience.
- Provide models for how institutions are effectively using a variety of holistic and developmental criteria (including coursework, field experience, critical self-analyses, and integration of research and theory on issues of diversity and justice) to determine eligibility for initial certification.
- Support institutions in developing and implementing their own criteria and process for ensuring that diversity and justice are at the heart of assessments.

**Conclusion: From Individuals to Systems**

In this era that is dominated by neoliberal ideology, much of the rhetoric about the problems in teacher education—and education in general—focus narrowly on individual performance, outcomes, and accountability. Even in this brief, the focus thus far has been on policies that seek to measure individuals rather than the systems in which they operate, but both are important in efforts to strengthen the teacher workforce.

Therefore, our overall recommendation is to shift the focus of policy and reform from individuals to systems, and in doing so, for California to lead the nation in targeting not merely individual preparedness to teach, but the systemic injustices that have long plagued our schools and universities and that are far more forceful in driving the enduring problems in education.

The problem with cost, for example, is not merely that some individuals do not have the resources to pay; rather, the larger problem is that education has increasingly become seen as a commodity, justifying the disinvestment by the public sector by hyping the entrepreneurialism that purports to level the playing field. The problem with the whitening of the teacher force is not merely that we have yet to identify effective recruitment strategies; rather, the larger problem is that education has a long history of serving the interests of white supremacy and colonialism, and their legacies continue to color countless aspects of universities, from admissions to advising, from curriculum to employment, from climate to community relations. Even when it comes to accreditation: the problem is not whether institutions are meeting the goals that they have identified, which may or may not be embedded in communities, and may or may not center diversity and justice; rather, the problem is whether institutions are identifying and advancing goals related to diversity and justice, and are working in solidarity with schools and communities to build the capacity of the larger system in which universities operate to do so.

When we are looking systemically, and we point to the whitening of the teaching force, or the racial gap in educational success, or the financial inaccessibility of higher education, we begin to see them less as signs that education is failing, and more as signs that education is succeeding, doing exactly what it was designed to do. After all, schools and universities were not initially created for all, and have always functioned to sort, socialize, and maintain social inequities, even as they simultaneously seed transformation, revolution, and liberation. Our challenge, then is not merely to tinker with how individuals function in this system; rather, our challenge is to change the system, to dig deeply into the paradoxical ways that injustices have long shaped countless aspects of our universities (and countless aspects of the systems around universities, including well-intentioned policies and legislation) even as we work in those very institutions toward cross purposes.

These, then, are the aspects of universities in general, and teacher education in particular, that warrant the greatest attention by legislation, policy, and reform. And we, as leaders, practitioners, and scholars of teacher education throughout California, stand ready to work with policy makers to develop, enact, and assess such reforms.

*
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